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Swarmwise 2013-07-18

swarmwise is the story of how one man managed to create a global phenomenon for
political change it is also a tactical manual to how you can tap into the power of the
swarm and channel its force toward your goals this applies equally whether the game
you want to change is business political or social and is especially relevant when you
have no money and less time at your disposal page 4 of cover
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bitcoin is making giant strides throughout the world satoshi nakamoto its creator
continues as an enigmatic and cryptographic figure nonetheless rumors surrounding his
potential wealth have not gone unnoticed by the mafi a he has also popped ups or the
radar of the secret services in fact nsa agents have been searching for him for some time
now the opportunities that this crypto currency has opened up within the fi nancial
markets have turned nakamoto into a hero admired in more and more places near and far his
fans would go to great lengths to protect and defend him for many simply managing
monetary transactions and issuing bitcoins without the involvement of intermediaries as
well as carrying out transactions collectively online are factors which promote
values for a freer world in hope for a better world

Bitcoin 2015-11-27T00:00:00+01:00

legalized file sharing shorter protection times for the commercial copyright monopoly
free sampling and a ban on drm these are the main points of the proposal for copyright
reform that the pirate party is advocating this is a constructive alternative to the
controversial acta agreement and to the criminalization of the entire young generation

The Case for Copyright Reform 2012-04-01

this book contributes to debates concerning online reporting of elections and the
challenges facing journalism in the context of democratic change the speed of
technological adaptation by journalists and their audiences means online news is



gradually becoming a normalised part of media landscapes across the world journalists
monitor social media for insight into the political process and as an instant indication of
public sentiment rather than waiting for press releases and opinion polls citizens are
actively participating in online political reporting too through publishing eyewitness
accounts political commentary crowd sourcing and fact checking information of
political manifestos and media reports alike it is therefore growing increasingly
important to understand how political journalism is evolving through new
communicative forms and practices in order to critique its epistemological role and
function in democratic societies and examine how these interventions influence daily online
political reporting across different national contexts this volume covers comparative
research based studies across a range of national contexts and electoral systems
including australia ten african countries the european union greece the netherlands india
iran sweden the uk and the usa this book was originally published as a special issue of
journalism practice

Online Reporting of Elections 2014-10-29

this book is devoted to discussion of the views of pierre musso and starts with a central
chapter written by musso entitled network ideology from saint simonianism to the
internet pierre musso is a french philosopher and is one of the most original thinkers in the
history of the network society his thought develops a critique of information and
communication technologies through their imaginary and social representations and of
the information society based on the network metaphor the main question on which musso
has focused his attention is how the network metaphor is one of the most powerful ways
of understanding the complex societies in which we live showing characteristic attention
to detail and drawing on the history of ideas political philosophy and sociology musso
traces the genealogy of the network imaginary and points out that it did not emerge with
the internet he shows how its modern roots can be found in henri de saint simon and his
disciples engineers and entrepreneurs such as michel de chevalier and barth�lemy prosper
enfantin who developed channel networks railroads and the telegraphic network in france
in the nineteenth century in addition to the central piece written by musso the book
includes a general introduction and six commentaries from experts on information
technologies and networks it displays a wide range of perspectives from a diverse set of
authors in terms of nationalities and universities as well as disciplinary backgrounds

Pierre Musso and the Network Society 2017-01-31

this handbook brings together scholars from around the world in addressing the global
significance of controversies over and alternatives to intellectual property ip today it
brings together over fifty of the leading authors in this field across the spectrum of
academic disciplines from law economics geography sociology politics and anthropology
this volume addresses the full spectrum of ip issues including copyright patent
trademarks and trade secrets as well as parallel rights and novel applications in
addition to addressing the role of ip in an increasingly information based and globalized
economy and culture it also challenges the utility and viability of ip today and
addresses a range of alternative futures



The SAGE Handbook of Intellectual Property
2014-11-18

a practical step by step introduction to the analysis of english grammar taking an
integrated approach to function and structure

Analysing English Grammar 2013

in 1976 nobel prize laureate friedrich august von hayek called for the abolishment of the
state monopoly on money and the introduction of freely competing currencies few people
could imagine such a free market of money at the time today the denationalization of
money is in full swing digital currencies like bitcoin are fully independent of banks and
governments this book explains the phenomenon of decentralized stateless money in an
easily understandable and entertaining way it also provides a basic insight into the
austrian school of economics the austrian school s most prominent masterminds ludwig
von mises friedrich august von hayek and murry n rothbard have explained why we must
overcome our present debt based monetary system which widens the gap between the rich
and the poor bitcoin is the world s first global payment system that is open to anyone
on this planet with internet access payments are cheap fast and cannot be blocked with
interviews of bitcoin experts roger ver stephanie murphy moran shaked eddy travia julia
touranski marek palatinus david johnston susanne tarkowski tempelhof satoshi
nakamoto

A Beginners Guide to BITCOIN AND AUSTRIAN ECONOMICS
2015-12-05

an examination of the pirate political movement in europe analyzes its advocacy for free
expression and the preservation of the internet as a commons the swedish pirate party
emerged as a political force in 2006 when a group of software programmers and file
sharing geeks protested the police takedown of the pirate bay a swedish file sharing
search engine the swedish pirate party and later the german pirate party came to be
identified with a free culture message that came into conflict with the european union s
legal system in this book patrick burkart examines the emergence of pirate politics as an
umbrella cyberlibertarian movement that views file sharing as a form of free expression
and advocates for the preservation of the internet as a commons he links the pirate
movement to the green movement arguing that they share a moral consciousness and an
explicit ecological agenda based on the notion of a commons or public domain the pirate
parties like the green party must weigh ideological purity against pragmatism as they
move into practical national and regional politics burkart uses second generation
critical theory and new social movement theory as theoretical perspectives for his
analysis of the democratic potential of pirate politics after setting the pirate parties in
conceptual and political contexts burkart examines european antipiracy initiatives the
influence of the office of the u s trade representative and the pressure exerted on
european governance by american software and digital exporters he argues that pirate
politics can be seen as cultural environmentalism a defense of internet culture against
both corporate and state colonization



Pirate Politics 2014-01-24

in this book whole foods market cofounder john mackey and professor and conscious
capitalism inc co founder raj sisodia argue for the inherent good of both business and
capitalism featuring some of today s best known companies they illustrate how these
two forces can and do work most powerfully to create value for all stakeholders
including customers employees suppliers investors society and the environment

The Pirate Organization 2013

the application of emerging multimedia innovations can significantly benefit organizations
across different sectors these tools aid in increasing competitive advantage and
optimizing knowledge management evaluating media richness in organizational learning is an
essential reference source for the latest scholarly research on the application of
computational tools for knowledge management frameworks and strategies in
organizations featuring a broad range of coverage on topics and perspectives such as
web semantics product innovation and knowledge sharing this book is ideally designed for
researchers consultants practitioners professionals and upper level students seeking
current information on ways to facilitate business innovation and achieve competitive
advantage

Evaluating Media Richness in Organizational Learning
2017-08-14

an introduction to cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology a guide for practitioners
and students bitcoin and blockchain enable the ownership of virtual property without
the need for a central authority additionally bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies make up
an entirely new class of assets that have the potential for fundamental change in the
current financial system this book offers an introduction to cryptocurrencies and
blockchain technology that begins from the perspective of monetary economics the book
first presents a nontechnical discussion of monetary theory enabling readers to
understand how cryptocurrencies are a radical departure from existing monetary
instruments and provides an overview of blockchain technology and the bitcoin system it
then takes up technical aspects of bitcoin in more detail covering such topics as the
bitcoin network its communications protocol the mathematics underpinning decentralized
validation transaction types the data structure of blocks the proof of work consensus
mechanism and game theory finally the book discusses specific issues and applications
including price volatility regulatory uncertainty and central bank cryptocurrencies as
well as such alternative applications as decentralized verification and attestation
tokens and smart contracts the concluding chapter offers practical advice on getting
started with bitcoin end of chapter exercises allow readers to test their knowledge
bitcoin blockchain and cryptoassets is suitable for classroom use and as a reference for
practitioners



Bitcoin, Blockchain, and Cryptoassets 2020-09-01

formally ownership of ideas is legally impossible and can never be globally secured yet in
very real and significant ways these limits have been undone in principle ideas cannot be
owned yet undoing the distinction between ideas and tangible manifestations the
distinction which underpins the principle allows the principle to hold even whilst its
meaning is hollowed out post cold war global network capitalism is premised upon
regulatory structures designed to enforce deregulation in global markets and
production but at the same time to enforce global regulation of property and
intellectual property in particular however this roll out has not been without
resistance and limitations globalization the affordances of digital networks and
contradiction within capitalism itself between private property and free markets promote
and undo global ip expansion in this book david and halbert map the rise of global ip
protectionism debunk the key justifications given for iprs dismiss the arguments put
forward for global extension and harmonization and suggest that roll back suspension
and even simply the bi passing of ip in practice offer better solutions for promoting
innovation and meeting human needs

Owning the World of Ideas 2015-08-17

the crypto wars have raged for half a century in the 1970s digital privacy activists
prophesied the emergence of an orwellian state made possible by computer mediated mass
surveillance the antidote digital encryption the u s government warned encryption would
not only prevent surveillance of law abiding citizens but of criminals terrorists and
foreign spies ushering in a rival dystopian future both parties fought to defend the
citizenry from what they believed the most perilous threats the government tried to
control encryption to preserve its surveillance capabilities privacy activists armed
citizens with cryptographic tools and challenged encryption regulations in the courts
no clear victor has emerged from the crypto wars governments have failed to forge a
framework to govern the at times conflicting civil liberties of privacy and security in the
digital age an age when such liberties have an outsized influence on the citizen state
power balance solving this problem is more urgent than ever digital privacy will be one of
the most important factors in how we architect twenty first century societies its
management is paramount to our stewardship of democracy for future generations we
must elevate the quality of debate on cryptography on how we govern security and
privacy in our technology infused world failure to end the crypto wars will result in
societies sleepwalking into a future where the citizen state power balance is determined by
a twentieth century status quo unfit for this century endangering both our privacy and
security this book provides a history of the crypto wars with the hope its chronicling
sets a foundation for peace

Crypto Wars 2020-12-14

an experimental new internet based form of money is created that anyone can generate at
home people build frightening firetrap computers full of video cards putting out so much
heat that one operator is hospitalised with heatstroke and brain damage a young physics
student starts a revolutionary new marketplace immune to state coercion he ends up



ordering hits on people because they might threaten his great experiment and is jailed for
life without parole fully automated contractual systems are proposed to make business
and the law work better the contracts people actually write are unregulated penny
stock offerings whose fine print literally states that you are buying nothing of any
value the biggest crowdfunding in history attracts 150 million on the promise that it
will embody the steadfast iron will of unstoppable code upon release it is immediately
hacked and 50 million is stolen how did we get here david gerard covers the origins and
history of bitcoin to the present day the other cryptocurrencies it spawned including
ethereum the ico craze and the 2017 crypto bubble and the attempts to apply
blockchains and smart contracts to business plus a case study on blockchains in the
music industry bitcoin and blockchains are not a technology story but a psychology
story remember if it sounds too good to be true it almost certainly is a sober riposte to
all the upbeat forecasts about cryptocurrency new york review of books a very
convincing takedown of the whole phenomenon bbc news

Attack of the 50 Foot Blockchain 2017-07-24

cyber warfare is gaining special significance in today s national security aspects this
book through various articles covers aspects on cyber security cyberspace cyber
surveillance cyber warfare including laws of war cyber weapons as new weapons of
mass destruction et al

Combating Cyber Threat 2018-07-01

what is the relationship between creativity cultural heritage institutions and copyright
who owns culture and cultural heritage the digital age has expanded the horizon of
creative possibilities for artists and cultural institutions what is the impact on legal
regimes that were constructed for an analogue world what are the tensions between the
safeguarding of cultural heritage and the dissemination of knowledge about culture
inspired by a three year research project involving leading european universities this book
explores the relationship between copyright and intellectual property creativity and
innovation and cultural heritage institutions its contributors are scholars from both
the humanities and the social sciences from cultural studies to law as well as cultural
practitioners and representatives from cultural heritage institutions they all share an
interest in the contribution of intellectual property to the role of cultural
institutions in making culture accessible and encouraging new creativity

Copyrighting Creativity 2016-03-09

describes how authorities in australia belgium ukraine and the united states combined
forces to respond to a child pornography ring as well as how other criminal sting
operations have been policed and patrolled online

The Internet Police: How Crime Went Online, and the Cops



Followed 2013-08-19

this book offers a wealth of original empirical data on how online media shape eu
contestation taking a public sphere perspective the authors highlight the myths and
truths about the nature of audience driven online media content and show how public
demands for legitimacy are at the heart of the much analyzed politicization of european
integration what eu citizens most intensely debate online are the fundamental questions
of what the european institutions stand for and how they can be held accountable
drawing on innovative and rigorous analysis of online media ownership journalistic
content and online readers inputs the authors piece together the components of the
dynamic nature of eu contestation and the degree of convergence towards euroscepticism
across eu member states in the first years of the eurocrisis there is no doubt that eu
citizens have strong opinions about the eu and interactive online media allow these
opinions to come to the fore to be challenged and amplified both within and beyond
national public spheres yet for all its potential to unite european publics online eu
contestation remains firmly anchored in offline news media frames while citizens and
journalists alike struggle to put forward a clear vision of the future eu polity

The Internet and European Integration 2014-11-19

examines the debate over digital copyright and the new tools of political communication
involved in the advocacy around the issue

The Fight Over Digital Rights 2013-03-04

since its introduction in 2009 bitcoin has been widely promoted as a digital currency
that will revolutionize everything from online commerce to the nation state yet
supporters of bitcoin and its blockchain technology subscribe to a form of
cyberlibertarianism that depends to a surprising extent on far right political thought the
politics of bitcoin exposes how much of the economic and political thought on which this
cryptocurrency is based emerges from ideas that travel the gamut from milton friedman f
a hayek and ludwig von mises to federal reserve conspiracy theorists forerunners ideas
first is a thought in process series of breakthrough digital publications written between
fresh ideas and finished books forerunners draws on scholarly work initiated in notable
blogs social media conference plenaries journal articles and the synergy of academic
exchange this is gray literature publishing where intense thinking change and speculation
take place in scholarship

The Politics of Bitcoin 2016-09-26

a book that dares to describe individualism as a religion and paint a reality that is
primarily virtual rather than physical while the authors don t mind challenging the
reader s view of the self and the world their main intention is to induce passive receivers
of the future to become more active participants engaging observations and perceptive
interpretations of contemporary society



Syntheism - Creating God in the Internet Age 2014-10-06

ideas for change is an independent project to help improve the effectiveness of citizen
activism it s a tool kit of around one hundred strategic principles and campaign tactics
that across the centuries have changed the world for the better ideas for change emerged
from the arenas of information rights and privacy but its principles should benefit any
aspect of direct action if you look closely at the most successful privacy campaigns of
the past forty years you ll see a clear reflection of the most celebrated actions of the
peace movement consumer rights and environmental activism the principles of strategy are
immutable

Ideas for Change 2018-11-02

die piratenpartei deutschland stellte die parteienforschung in deutschland mit ihrer
gr�ndung vor viele fragen durch neuerungen beispielsweise im parteiaufbau bei der inneren
meinungsbildung und findung sowie der mitgliedschaft wurden die regeln der etablierten
parteien ignoriert doch zun�chst schien es so als ob die piraten keinen bedeutenden einfluss
auf die politische landschaft der bundesrepublik nehmen k�nnten dies �nderte sich mit den
ersten wahlerfolgen und damit verbundenen einz�gen in mehrere landesparlamente die piraten
waren f�r die parteienforschung relevant geworden wie waren die neuerungen durch die
piratenpartei zu beurteilen wie w�rden sich diese auf die anderen parteien auswirken wie
war die piratenpartei in der politischen landschaft einzuordnen dies waren und sind zum teil
noch heute die hauptfragen die mit der piratenpartei verbunden sind die vorliegende arbeit
befasst sich mit genau diesen fragestellungen kernpunkt ist die frage ob f�r die piraten eine
neuordnung der bisher vorliegenden parteitypen notwendig ist eine frage die eine
auseinandersetzung mit den grundlagen der bewegungspartei nach herbert kitschelt
voraussetzt und unter einbeziehung aller bekannten daten �ber die piratenpartei bis 2013
beantwortet wird

Ein neuer Typus der Bewegungspartei? Strukturierung der
Piratenpartei Deutschland 2015-04

social media abyss plunges into the paradoxical condition of the new digital normal
versus a lived state of emergency there is a heightened post snowden awareness we know
we are under surveillance but we click share rank and remix with a perverse indifference to
technologies of capture and cultures of fear despite the incursion into privacy by
companies like facebook google and amazon social media use continues to be a daily habit
with shrinking gadgets now an integral part of our busy lives we are thrown between
addiction anxiety and subliminal obsessive use where does art culture and criticism
venture when the digital vanishes into the background geert lovink strides into the
frenzied social media debate with social media abyss the fifth volume of his ongoing
investigation into critical internet culture he examines the symbiotic yet problematic
relation between networks and social movements and further develops the notion of
organized networks lovink doesn t just submit to the empty soul of 24 7 communication
but rather provides the reader with radical alternatives selfie culture is one of many
lovink s topics along with the internet obsession of american writer jonathan franzen the
internet in uganda the aesthetics of anonymous and an anatomy of the bitcoin religion



will monetization through cybercurrencies and crowdfunding contribute to a
redistribution of wealth or further widen the gap between rich and poor in this age of the
free how a revenue model of the 99 be collectively designed welcome back to the social
question

Social Media Abyss 2017-09-05

liza marklund har skrivit kr�nikor i svensk och utl�ndsk press i 25 �r f�r f�rsta g�ngen
�r m�nga av dem samlade i en fullmatad volym som m�lar en bred och brokig bild av hennes
liv journalistik och f�rfattarskap under ett kvarts sekel h�r finns framg�ngens baksida
dess utsatthet och ensamhet lyckan �ver barnen och vardagen vikten av att v�ga vara
naken inte bara utan kl�der h�r hittar vi hennes brinnande engagemang kring de allra mest
utsatta de s�nderslagna kvinnorna de v�ldtagna barnen de terroristanklagade m�nnen
men h�r avsl�jas ocks� de pinsamma misstagen de dr�pliga missf�rst�nden och texterna
hon inte v�gade publicera n�r det begav sig nya r�ster sjunger samma s�nger �r ett
skarpt varmt och n�rg�nget portr�tt av en av sveriges mest framg�ngsrika och
kontroversiella f�rfattare

Nya r�ster sjunger samma s�nger 2011-03-22

explores the influence of youth culture on transforming mainstream society through
innovative cooperative venues and modern do it yourself values in a report that reveals
what can be learned through the indirect social experiments being performed by today s
young artists and entrepreneurs reprint

The Pirate's Dilemma 2009-05-05

the gifting logos expertise in the digital commons provides an extensive analysis of
knowledge and creativity in twenty first century networked culture analyzing massive
projects like the wayback machine the internet archive and the creative commons licenses
the gifting logos responds to a fundamental question what does it mean to know
something and to make something with the idea of a gifting logos hartelius integrates
three habits of a rhetorical epistemology the invention of cultural materials such as
text images and software the imbuing or encoding of the materials with the creator s
experience and the constitution and dissemination of the materials as gifts

The Gifting Logos 2020-09-08

as consumers become more comfortable with buying smart devices and corporations and
governments are accused of spying through such artificial intelligence the question of
privacy is often invoked should you know if data from your wearable device is being sold
to other corporations how comfortable are you with the possibility that your
searches online can be easily retrieved in this book these questions and more are
considered by various experts on privacy and technology including digital and political
activists legal advisors and the media



Critical Perspectives on Privacy Rights and Protections in
the 21st Century 2018-07-15

from the creator of hit podcast the missing cryptoqueen thoughtful and intelligent
observer inside the anti political revolt that gave us brexit and trump evening standard
fascinating excellent literary review must read a radical odyssey daily mail in the last
few years the world has changed in unexpected ways the power of radical ideas and
groups is growing what was once considered extreme is now the mainstream but what is
life like on the political fringes what is the real power of radicals radicals is an
exploration of the individuals groups and movements who are rejecting the way we live
now and attempting to find alternatives in it jamie bartlett one of the world s leading
thinkers on radical politics and technology takes us inside the strange and exciting
worlds of the innovators disruptors idealists and extremists who think society is broken
and believe they know how to fix it from dawn raids into open mines to the darkest
recesses of the internet radicals introduces us to some of the most secretive and
influential movements today techno futurists questing for immortality far right groups
seeking to close borders militant environmentalists striving to save the planet s natural
reserves by any means possible libertarian movements founding new countries autonomous
cooperatives in self sustaining micro societies and psychedelic pioneers attempting to heal
society with the help of powerful hallucinogens as well as providing a fascinating
glimpse at the people and ideas driving these groups radicals also presents a startling
argument radicals are not only the symptoms of a deep unrest within the world today
but might also offer the most plausible models for our future

Radicals 2017-05-18

the first generation of digital natives dns is now growing up however these digital
natives were rather late starters since their exposure to computers started when they
could master the mouse and the penetration of computers in educational institutions
was still very low today a new breed of digital natives is emerging this new breed
includes those individuals who are being introduced from their first instances to the
world of wireless devices one year olds manage to master the intuitive touch interfaces
of their tablets whilst sitting comfortably in their baby bouncers the controller less
interfaces allow these children to interact with a machine in a way which was
unconceivable below thus our research investigated the paradigm shift between the
different generations of digital natives we analysed the way in which these two
generations differ from each other and we explored how the world needs to change in
order to harness the potential of these new digital natives

The New Digital Natives 2015-03-17

this book investigates the way politicians and citizens evaluated the european union and
the process of european integration in public debates during the 2009 european
parliament elections it presents detailed and rigorous content analysis of online media
where citizens directly and voluntarily responded to news stories posted by journalists
new evidence is presented about the dynamic nature of contestation about europe on the
internet and the degree of convergence towards euroscepticism across eu member states



such convergence poses new challenges for democratic representation in the eu and
provides insight into the public basis for a legitimate european union in this book european
contestation has come of age pieter de wilde asimina michailidou and hans jorg trenz
deliver a tour de force in mapping the multifaceted debate about europe among parties and
citizens in twelve countries informed by rich media data they convincingly argue that
opposition as well as support for europe comes in different shades it can be partial
conditional or temporal this is a wonderfully nuanced book for scholars students and
policy makers concerned about europe s future liesbet hooghe w r kenan jr distinguished
professor university of north carolina and chair in multilevel governance vu university
of amsterdam

Contesting Europe 2013

a left wing populist insurgency exploded across the west in the wake of the great
financial crisis after decades of retreat the last decade saw a left resurgence from the
us to western europe and the mediterranean this revival of anti establishment left wing
candidates was not only left but also populist though in most cases these movements
ran out of steam before effectively being in a position wield state power many of the
parties and figures associated with this wave of left populism have entered government
and others are still contesting high office providing a blow by blow history of the rise
and defeat of left electoral movements in the west boriello and jaeger guide us through
the conditions that shaped this wave of insurgencies these include extreme and rising
inequality the collapse of civic life and a lack of trust in traditional institutions in this
context boriello and jaeger argue that some or another form of populism was all but
inevitable and despite defeats left offensives of present and future will be populist in
nature this is because the conditions that shaped the first left populist wave are still
very much with us

The Populist Moment 2023-09-26

on 5 june 2013 the guardian began publishing a series of documents leaked by nsa
contractor edward snowden revealing the extent of internet surveillance undertaken by
government and intelligence agencies it provoked an immediate outcry i didn t want to
change society snowden would later say in exile i wanted to give society a chance to
determine if it should change itself and to some extent he has snowden s leaks have
provoked important debates about the precarious balance between individual privacy and
national security on the internet as a result of his revelations the internet and the way
many of us use it is changing dramatically a new crypto war over the right to online
privacy is being waged with the net becoming increasingly difficult to monitor and
censorship more difficult to enforce new opportunities are opening up for human rights
activists and journalists but also for criminals and terrorists orwell versus the
terrorists is an insightful and revelatory examination of the history of the battle over
privacy online and a shocking glimpse of the frontline tactics of both sides in a world in
which the rules governing online activity are hazy nebulous and often contradictory it
also presents a powerful and convincing model for the future of net surveillance post
snowden



Orwell versus the Terrorists: A Digital Short
2015-02-12

whistleblowers and leakers have played a long and influential role in our history for
example samuel shaw a u s midshipman during the revolutionary war exposed the torture
of british soldiers in 1777 his actions led to the first law protecting whistleblowers in
the united states more recently edward snowden released top secret national security
administration nsa documents showing the extent of the u s surveillance program his
actions have been both criticized and praised in this text experts weigh in on the
importance of whistleblowers and leakers and the damage they might cause so that
readers can form their own opinions on this important issue

Critical Perspectives on Whistleblowers and Leakers
2018-07-15

this book outlines what it means to study political parties as organizations by
developing and applying four theoretical perspectives to the case of an unconventional
green party in denmark called alternativet meaning the alternative drawing on an
ethnographic study the book tracks the party s humble origins in 2013 as a social
movement through its inaugural term until the 2022 national elections spotlighting
alternativet s unprecedented organizational dynamics by dissecting this party that did
not want to be a party through classical configurational comparative and cultural
lenses the author opens a new area of enquiry to scholars in organization and
management studies

Studying Political Parties as Organizations 2024-06-25

this book draws attention to selected aspects of the central european reality and
discusses interesting subjects related to the political economic and social landscape of
the region which are in a continuous process of transformation the book will be a useful
source of knowledge as central europe is still considered to be an undiscovered island in
the changeable waters of contemporary international relations

Central Europe on the Threshold of the 21st Century
2014-07-24

reconciling copyright with cumulative creativity the third paradigm examines the long
history of creativity from cave art to digital remix in order to demonstrate a
consistent disparity between the traditional cumulative mechanics of creativity and
modern copyright policies giancarlo frosio calls for the return of creativity to an
inclusive process so that the first pre modern imitative and collaborative model and
second post romantic copyright model creative paradigms can be reconciled into an
emerging third paradigm which would be seen as a networked peer and user based
collaborative model
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